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These visionary leaders have first-hand experience

of autism, having seen the challenges faced by

autistic individuals and their families, and they were

determined to make a difference. Drawing from

their personal experience as well as their

professional experiences of working both the third

sector and the corporate industry, The A World UK

was founded with a clear mission: to create a safe,

non-judgmental community where autistic

individuals and their families could find

understanding and support.

ABOUT USABOUT US

Welcome, if you have received our FUN-d-raising

brochure it means you are dedicated to supporting

The A World UK. Let us tell you a little bit more

about The A World UK 

In 2019, in the heart of Salford, a vision was born –

a vision that would change the lives of countless

individuals and families touched by autism. This

vision was The A World UK, a non-profit

organisation established by three passionate

Managing Directors, each with a deeply personal

connection to autism.



Since establishing in 2019, The A World UK has been able to offer a variety of
support to over 14,400 people.

The A World UK aimed to provide opportunities that were often out of reach
for many in the autistic community. Their journey began with a partnership
with Little Legends, where they offered weekly football sessions tailored to

the needs of autistic individuals. This marked the first step in their mission to
break down barriers and provide unique experiences.

 
As well as establishing a partnership with Foxfield's Therapeutic Horse-Riding
Centre, enabling them to offer funded therapeutic horse-riding sessions. The
A World UK continued to grow, fulfilling their mission one step at a time. They
acquired two caravans in Blackpool, providing families with funded holidays,
a chance to create cherished memories, and a temporary escape from the

challenges of everyday life.
 

But the journey didn't stop there. The A World UK expanded its reach and
impact by exclusively hiring popular UK attractions, such as Gulliver's World
Theme Park, Eureka!, Diggerland, BeWILDerwood and Blackpool Zoo. These
collaborations allowed autistic individuals and families to enjoy memorable

days out that would have otherwise been inaccessible.

EVENTSEVENTS



With your generous contributions, we aim to achieve remarkable milestones
that will redefine the landscape of support for the autistic community across

England. 

Your donations will pave the way for unforgettable experiences, providing
autistic individuals and their families the opportunity to embark on enriching

and stress-free holidays.

We're dedicated to providing inclusive and welcoming environments for
individuals on the autism spectrum. By reaching our fundraising goals, we can
exclusively hire additional venues across England, ensuring more individuals

have access to fun and safe experiences tailored to their needs.

Your FUN-d-raising efforts will put smiles on the faces of countless
individuals. Whether it's a child experiencing the thrill of a new adventure or

a family enjoying precious moments together, your support will bring joy to so
many lives.

Every pound raised brings us closer to our goal of spreading joy and creating
a more inclusive society. Together, we can turn dreams into reality and put
smiles on the faces of countless individuals. Thank you for joining us in this

journey of compassion, understanding, and hope.
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ROSEY SAID ...

We had a wonderful time at Gulliver’s World in March.
These events are so so important to neurodiverse
families, as they are quieter and inclusive. Both our
children struggle with queuing and become
overwhelmed with large crowds, noise etc. The day
was just perfect, we barely queued for anything, with
some rides that they were able to stay on and go
again. It enabled us to connect as a family for the
day, and met all of our needs. I wouldn't hesitate to
book another day out with The A world, they are a
lifeline.

Being a family of 2 ASD and 1 ADHD children, going
places was testing, you always got the judgemental

stares, the comments, "control your kids". Then along
came The A World and changed our lives, the events

that they put on for the autistic community and
fantastic, Gulliver’s World, Eureka, Diggerland,

Blackpool Zoo. All make it so much easier because
every family at these events has a child on the

spectrum, so no funny looks, no comments, just a sea
of smiling faces all around, it really is amazing to see.

Thank you The A World.

LEE SAID ...



Your donat ion –  You Choose.  You can either do
monthly  donat ions,  a one-off  donat ion or  a

corporate sponsorship opportunity .  We have had
companies previous ly  want ing to sponsor one of our
events which al lowed us to increase the number of

people we were able to support  on our beloved
Blackpool  I l luminat ions Tram tour.  

You are in complete control  of  your FUN-d-
rais ing,  previous FUN-d-raisers  have chosen to
skydive,  kni t  l i t t le re indeers at  Chr istmas,  come

together as a team and run marathons,
organised raff les ,  whatever your idea is  we

would love to hear i t !  

We wi l l  be screaming from the roof tops about
your FUN-d-rais ing efforts ,  we wi l l  be informing

our beloved fol lowers v ia our monthly  newsletter ,
social  media posts and v ia our website.  

Al l  FUN-d-raisers  who raise a minimum of £ 100 
wi l l  be sent a medal  f rom The A Wor ld UK.  RE
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WHAT’S NEXT?WHAT’S NEXT?



CONTACT
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Social Media
@theaworlduk

hq@theaworlduk.com

Head Office

Email

0161 464 0692

www.theaworlduk.com


